Simplify the Complex
Tired of having little time and stretched resources trying to
ensure that the greens are on par, players have an
enjoyable experience and that the “back office” runs like a
well-oiled machine?
Add the conundrum of keeping up with ever-changing
governance requirements, running your club (be it golf or
otherwise) as efficiently as possible and finding new
revenue streams, and your team is under even more
pressure than was the norm before.

Turn Your Game Around
OnBoard Africa has partnered with the Club Management
Association of Southern Africa to aid the digital
transformation of clubs around the country.
Our modern solution allows users to record, store and
track all resolutions and agreements in a central and safe
place.
It is a must-have for any team (board, executive and
committee) that relies on agendas, minutes and voting for
purposes of effective management and good governance
– especially if members are geographically spread or meet
remotely given COVID challenges. Use it for approvals,
eSignatures, synchronising calendars as well as recording
policies and procedures.
OnBoard’s complete board management solution offers
every feature you could want with complete security
available on every device – whether laptop, tablet or
mobile phone – making use of Microsoft Azure which is the
gold standard in cloud security. This means full disaster
recovery, active geo-replication and peace of mind.

Acing Meeting Management
We are consistently highly-rated thanks to:
Our modern design for forward-thinking teams
Our user-friendly and intuitive interface
A Software-as-a-Service cloud-based solution priced
per user with unlimited usage
Making a dedicated success manager available to
assist you

Take the Next Step

As an organisation, we value software tooling that
enables remote collaboration, reliable storage of
information and documents as well as easy
retrieval of that data. All these needs are catered
to by the functionality of OnBoard.

Nyari Samushonga
CEO of WeThinkCode Holdings NPC

OnBoard has provided the CMASA team
with a streamlined communication channel
directly to our committee members. No
more searching for emails or documents –
everything is readily available online or on
the app. The platform will effectively assist
committee members in separating their
committee roles from day-to-day tasks.

Roxanne Reeves
CEO of Club Management
Association of South Africa

Get started now
Take advantage of our no-strings-attached free trial to experience OnBoard’s impact
before completing any paperwork. No credit card, no commitments.
Contact Ralph Hohls on 0833767633 or via rhohls@onboardmeetings.com to swing into
action.

